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Dedicated to my Shannon
I will see her again.
I Thessalonians 4:13-18
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Introduction
May 27, 2009 is a day that will stand out in my mind for the rest of my
life. Just one week earlier my beautiful wife, Shannon had undergone what we
had understood was to be nothing more than routine surgery. I can still see her
getting into the van after her follow-up appointment at the doctor’s office on
May 27. She asked me to pull over because we needed to talk. In the next few
moments I would hear the words that everyone dreads as she calmly said, “The
doctor told me that I have cancer.” At 49 years of age and her at 51, I was not
expecting to hear such news. We were “supposed to” enjoy a long life together,
walking hand in hand into our winter years, playing with grandchildren and
growing old together. How could it be possible that my wife had developed a
disease that had the potential to take her away from me far too soon?
As you would expect, tears flowed when we went home and told our children of their mother’s diagnosis. We certainly weren’t going to give cancer the
victory over our spirits or over her life but we knew that we had a battle ahead
of us. Besides that, the mere thought of one whom we loved so much having
something wrong with her was unnerving.
Life was relatively calm for about six weeks as we awaited the next surgery.
Following it, another month went by without much incident. Then the bottom started to drop out as the cancer spread and began affecting other parts
of her body. The next eight months were filled with ambulance rides, hospital
stays, emergency room visits, doctor appointments, tests, pills, shots and a
host of procedures and treatments. Finally, as April 2010 dawned, Shannon
was sent home from the hospital. There was nothing else that could be done
other than to make her comfortable in the few weeks the doctors suggested
she had left. On April 18, 2010 at 8:59 p.m. Eastern time, Shannon Gifford
went home to be with the Lord. I was with her as she died; holding her hand
and gazing intently at the face I would never again see on this side of eternity.
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Other family members were there as well. Each of us shared our expressions of
love with her and she shared hers with us. Shannon and I exchanged one last
loving look into each other’s eyes. She then closed her eyes to this world for the
final time, only to reopen them in the next world and see the smiling face of
the Lord in Paradise. It was a storybook ending to a life well lived as a wife, a
mother, a Bible class teacher and a faithful Christian who understood what it
meant to be a servant to the Lord and to others.
Throughout the challenges we faced over the eleven month period of her
illness, we found ourselves in study of God’s Word. This was nothing new as
we both had been reared by faithful Christian parents. After we were married,
Bible reading and prayer were daily privileges in our home. During the time of
her illness we would frequently find ourselves in the Psalms. While Psalm 23
and its glorious picture of passing through the valley of the shadow of death
with the Shepherd’s protection were often discussed, it was not the only Psalm
that brought us comfort. We found many that set our hearts at ease as together
we faced Shannon’s disease. A desire to share the marvelous comfort we found
in the Psalms is the motivation behind this book.
Several years ago a Gospel preacher friend of mine by the name of Delbert
Carver lost his wife. It so happened that I was teaching a Wednesday night
adult Bible class on the Psalms at that time and Delbert attended. Many times
throughout that class and in fact many times throughout the ensuing years
prior to his own death, he would tell me, “I was in great sorrow when my wife
died. When you taught the class on the Psalms, you made me feel like I was
sitting in the lap of God.” That statement is the origin of the title of this book.
The apostle Paul wrote in II Corinthians 1:3-4, “Blessed be God, even the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort;
who comforteth us in all our tribulation, that we may be able to comfort them
which are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted of
God.” Paul received his comfort from God, but he did not keep it to himself.
He freely and gladly used the serenity he found in God as a tool for helping
others experience the same peace. That is my purpose in writing this book.
The book is divided into three sections. Part one takes a look at twenty-one
different Psalms that in their overall theme can bring comfort to the troubled
heart. Part two offers a categorical listing of around 200 individual verses of
comfort from the Psalms. Part three contains information that, at first, I wasn’t
sure should be included. It includes a great deal of personal material regarding
our struggle with cancer. At the urging of friends I added this section in the
x
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hopes that others dealing with this dreadful disease might be able to identify
with the challenges Shannon and I faced and overcame.
When I began my research, my desire was to write the definitive uninspired
work on comfort in the Psalms. As each chapter unfolded I found that this was
not feasible. There are so many situations in which we need comfort and each
of these situations is multi-faceted. I can write from the perspective of my pain,
but beyond that I am rather helpless. I can’t begin to fathom the anguish that
some have felt nor, for that matter, can some grasp what I feel. That being the
case, I have written this from the vantage point of one Christian and the comfort he gained from the Psalms. Perhaps the sadness we all experience in our
lives is generic enough that the words herein will touch at least a portion of the
hearts of all who read. Besides, my words are not the emphasis. God’s Word is
the focus and it can aid all who need Divine comfort.
May your troubles be eased by the inspired words of the Psalms as
much as they comforted Shannon and me during our life together and as
much as they comfort me now that she and I are apart. “Beloved, I wish
above all things that thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as thy soul
prospereth.” (III John 2).
Michael Gifford
November 2010
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Part One

Psalms with Themes of Comfort

Chapter One
From the Depths

When coming face to face with life’s challenges, the afflicted individual often measures the words of comfort from friends and family by this one primary
thought: “Have you felt what I’m feeling now?” While another’s warm touch,
sympathizing tear and gentle word can indeed help the troubled soul, there is
nothing like talking to someone who has “been there.” God demonstrated His
understanding of this principle in sending the Son to take on a fleshly body.
“For in that he himself hath suffered being tempted, he is able to succour them
that are tempted.” (Hebrews 2:18). In the Psalms, God inspired His writers
to occasionally tell us something of the depths of their sorrows and struggles.
These were not men who were spouting empty platitudes from ivory towers.
Each one of them had waged a personal war against despair, poured forth the
tears of anguish and begged from shattered hearts for comfort from the Father.
How many of us have ever cried like this: “I am weary with my groaning;
all the night make I my bed to swim; I water my couch with my tears. Mine eye
is consumed because of grief; it waxeth old because of all mine enemies.” (Psalm
6:6-7). This was not intermittent shedding of tears brought about by moments
of sadness. This was, as we might say today, “bawling your eyes out.” David’s
crying was so intense that it was literally draining him of physical strength.
His vision was diminished due to the cloudiness of the tears. The severity of
his heartache was so great that crying alone could not express it; groans flowed
from his lips in unison with the tears. If you have hurt like David then you
know how he felt. Perhaps your tears have been so strong that your stomach
ached or your head hurt. Perhaps your crying had so weakened you that you
could not eat. Perhaps you even cried yourself to sleep. You have a friend in the
3
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inspired Psalmist for even if the cause of his suffering might not have been the
same as yours, he was well acquainted with sorrow’s tears.
Closely connected to the Psalmists’ tears were their feelings of being overwhelmed by their circumstances. Psalm 69 begins, “Save me, O God; for the
waters are come in unto my soul. I sink in deep mire, where there is no standing:
I am come into deep waters, where the floods overflow me.” (verses 1-2). This is
a poignant word picture of one who feels like he has lost control. Not only is
he being pulled down by the undertow of the rivers of sorrow, but the dike
of protection has burst and the flood waters of despair have come crashing
down on top of him. He has no footing but is sinking deeper and deeper into
the mire. As those who have experienced suffering identify with this feeling
we might think of how in our tragedy everything seemed to come upon us at
once. When earlier in life, perhaps just a few days or hours earlier, everything
was running smoothly and pleasantly, suddenly we found ourselves being bombarded on every side with emotions, thoughts and new directions in life that
heretofore would have never even crossed our minds. We could barely think
straight. Conversations with others were like dreams filled with empty words
that passed over our heads and never touched our ears. So much was happening all at once that we could ourselves have felt those stressful waters of Psalm
69 rushing over our heads.
In many of the Psalms we find the writers turning immediately to God,
praising and honoring Him. In some of them, however, while they eventually
turned to God, initially they expressed their concerns about God’s care for them.
The inspired writer of Psalm 13 opened this particular poem with the questions, “How long will thou forget me, O Lord? for ever? how long wilt thou hide thy
face from me?” Had God deserted this writer? He certainly had not, but in the
Psalmist’s anguish he felt that the one on whom he had learned to depend had
in fact turned His back to the trouble and forgotten His servant. Why doesn’t
God answer? Why did He let this happen to me? What possible good can come
from all of this? Such expressions are as evident in the hearts of sufferers today as
they were when this Psalmist penned his questions. Is there anyone who, in their
grief, has not at least once asked, “Why?” This simple, one word question is not
necessarily a challenge to God nor is it necessarily an indication of a lack of faith.
It could instead be a reflection of our imperfection, our inability to see and fully
know the mind of God. It’s possible that on earth we may never fully know why.
That is not a tragedy. Ceasing to draw closer to God is the tragedy.
Much more could be said about the depths of despair from which the
Psalmists often wrote but in these few short paragraphs we can see in these
4
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men’s lives an affirmative answer to the question with which this chapter
opened: “Have you felt what I’m feeling now?” Indeed they did experience
these feelings and in writing by perfect inspiration of the Holy Spirit, they have
shown their words to be worthy of our consideration as we seek the comfort
from the Lord that lifted them from their sorrows.
The circumstances behind each Psalm may be different than ours, but the
pain is just as real. It may not be death or illness that triggers our sorrow. There
are countless difficulties in life that could prompt tears and heartache. The fact
is though that every sorrow bears the same characteristic. It hurts. No matter
what has caused our hearts to become heavy, even if it’s something that would
seem trivial to others, it still hurts and we still want relief. In reading these
Psalms, we can see others who themselves have felt this pain and, in studying
their inspired words, it’s as though we were walking hand in hand with them,
facing life’s troubles and looking up for the comfort that they found, and that
we ourselves can find, in the Lord.
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